Overhead Tube Crane (OTC)
Digital Radiography System

HEALTHCARE

Revolve around your patient.

Perform efficient Digital Radiography exams from almost anywhere in an exam room
with the versatile OTC System. Highly automated and driven by customizable software,
the system features a ceiling-mounted X-ray tube that moves about the room to treat
patients while lying down, sitting or standing, including those in a wheelchair or gurney.
Your staff will find the ease of use and the imaging flexibility they need to make fast,
accurate diagnoses.
• Superior image quality
• Simple workflows
• Automated efficiency
Proprietary software eliminates the need to toggle
between screens, streamlining workflow.

Comfort for patients. Convenience for clinicians.
Superior image quality
The acclaimed Ultra software controls the system and
processes images with outstanding speed and quality.
The OTC system maintains proper alignment between
tube and detector without losing positioning flexibility.
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Simple workflows
Whereas most imaging workflows force clinicians to
toggle between multiple screens, the OTC system
features a proprietary software interface that confines
all vital images and data to a single screen, enhancing
clinician productivity and freeing up more time to
spend with patients. The software is also customizable
to support your specific image capture needs.
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Automated efficiency
The OTC system applies a combination of advanced
auto-positioning and auto-tracking capabilities to
speed and simplify each patient exam. The software
allows the hardware to be positioned in place before
a patient enters the room, helping you make the most
of every visit. Your system can be specified in manual,
semi-automated or fully automated configurations,
with one or multiple X-ray detectors to meet your
needs. Semi-automated options are available.

1. Automated positioning and tracking to cover almost the entire
volume of any exam room
2. Elevating table for a variety of configurations and fully automated
vertical movement
3. Upright wall stand provides a wide range of tilt angles and large
vertical travel distance

Key Features

Detector

Standard

AeroDR®

Options

Fully Automated

Four-way Floating Table

Multiple Tube/Generator
Combinations

Stitching Stand

Auto Positioning/Auto Tracking

Tilting Wall Stand

DAP Meter

Weight-bearing Stand

Tube Mounted Control

Ceiling Suspended Tube

AEC

Custom views

Generator Control

Advanced Processing
Algorithms

Pediatric Imaging Package

Rotating Bucky for
14” x 17” Detectors

Angle Read-out

Motorized Angulation

Auto-stitching

17” x 17” and 14” x 17” Detector
Combinations
Multiple Configurations
Available

Comprehensive Coverage for Peace of Mind
To minimize downtime, maximize productivity and mitigate risk over a long functional life, the Konica Minolta Blue Moon Select plan for
the Overhead Tube Crane (OTC) goes beyond typical warranty coverage by including DR panel protection, software updates, onsite service,
remote applications, and 24/7 technical assistance. One simple plan. No worries. Sign up at the system point of sale for the lowest five-year
cost of ownership.
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